WYVERN COLLEGE IMPROVEMENT PRIORITIES 2015-16
Wyvern College - A Voluntary Aided Church of England school—aims to raise further academic aspiration and achievement at all levels, promoting the personal development of
students and the professional development of staff. Actions below apply to both staff and students and further the collective values of courage, compassion and commitment.
KEY PRIORITY—RAISE ATTAINMENT AT GCSE THROUGH CONSISTENT, DETERMINED AND MEASURABLE ACTION

Achievement
To raise attainment:
 Celebrate achievement through regular and
meaningful rewards
 Use performance data to minimise inconsistencies between subjects and
support improvement
 Ensure that vulnerable groups are
effectively tracked and supported
 Improve tracking by senior and middle
leaders driving timely interventions with
measurable impact on achievement
 Exploit learning opportunities available
online and with Show my Homework
 Encourage parents to view and discuss
work with teachers and students
 Maximise benefit from PiXL and wider
networks
 Support the range and quality of extra
curricular opportunities to enable full
participation

Teaching and Learning

Behaviour

To improve outcomes:
 Ensure that marking and feedback make the next steps clear and understood
 Promote independent learning through high quality and consistently set homework tasks
 Welcome removal of levels as an opportunity to develop assessment practice
 Take risks and explore innovative approaches to teaching and learning
 Refine and embed the calendared quality assurance programme
 Exploit all appropriate opportunities afforded by inter-school collaboration
 Embed the Wyvern ‘floor standard’ lesson, above which all lesson judgements are made
 Support and strengthen staff to manage and log professional development; increasing
outstanding practice in the classroom
 Demand a climate of high aspiration for all
 Develop a culture of learning by making all lessons challenging and engaging, including
tutorial time

Capacity and Leadership
To build future sustainability:
Ensure effectiveness at middle leader level
Develop focused opportunities for improved in house
professional development (CPD) and peer-to-peer support
Promote the advantages of inter-school collaboration
Market the college relentlessly in local media and online
Provide well judged and imaginative activities for upper
primary pupils

COURAGE
COMMITMENT
COMPASSION

Ethos
To improve the college ethos:
 Act upon student voice and ensuring a positive experience
of school
 Embed and promote the Christian ethos in acts of worship,
tutorial time and in visibly in lessons
 Ensure the well being and recognition of both staff and
students
 Uphold the code of conduct and policies consistently,
particularly caring for each other.
 Prepare boys for adult life through high quality PSE
 Take every opportunity to fill students’ experience with
‘memorable moments’

To create a positive and supportive learning
environment:
 Eradicate tolerance of low level disruption
 Reach whole college consistency by staff
in responding to behaviour issues
 Tackle disruptive behaviour proactively by
middle and senior leaders
 Ensure the consistent application of
systems for managing and referring
behavioural concerns
 Place a clear emphasis on respect between
all members of the college community.
 Develop a climate in which bullying
cannot occur
 Insist on the highest standards of uniform
and presentation.
 Encourage and support the development of
alternative curriculum provision
 Minimise absenteeism and lateness

Administration
To improve administration to raise standards:
Respect and value our college’s facilities and resources
Deliver a continuous and highly effective primary liaison
programme
Inspire learning through ongoing curriculum review and
timetabling
Improve the consistency of everyday routines, especially
registration
Reduce expenditure without compromising quality

There are no monies identified to these development headlines; Wyvern College will use all resources, human and other, including training, to achieve the above. Departmental and pastoral
plans will be drawn from these stated objectives involving all teachers in their preparation and delivery.

